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Abstract 
This paper presents FITS - an Intelligent Tutoring 
System (ITS) for the domain of addition of fractions. 
It was developed with the aim of improving on many 
of the shortcomings of existing tutors in the 
mathematical domain. The paper largely describes its 
functioning. In order to give the reader a better ‘feel’ of 
the tutor’s capabilities than obtained from its 
description, an actual student-tutor protocol extract is 
given. More significantly the tutor has also been 
evaluated in several ways with seemingly very 
encouraging results so far; however, due to length 
restrictions they are not reported in this paper. The 
paper concludes by briefly highlighting some of 
FITS’s improved features over other existing tutors in 
the domain as well as some of its shortcomings. 

restrictions, the approaches and their shortcomings are not 
given (for details, see (Nwana 1991a)). The aim of the 
project was to construct a system for a more ‘complex’ 
domain which improved on some of these inadequacies of 
current systems. 

The fractions domain was chosen amongst other reasons 
(see Nwana & Coxhead 1988b) because it probably 
provides a more ‘complex’ domain in that it requires many 
other subskills in order to execute an addition or 
subtraction procedure completely and successfully. Some 
of the skills needed are the addition, subtraction and 
multiplication of integers, and finding the lowest common 
denominator. Most of the other diagnostic systems (e.g. 
DEBUGGY) work on more ‘primitive’ domains. Therefore, 
building a tutoring system for the fractions domain 
promises to provide a more realistic picture of the 
intricacies of building tutoring systems, since most real 
domains are complex. 

Introduction 
verview of FITS 

Overview of the Project 
Mathematics has provided a very suitable domain for 
intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) research, with the result 
that probably more tutoring systems have been constructed 
for the domain than any other, some examples being 
BUGGY (Brown & Burton 1978) and the Geometry tutor 
(Anderson, Boyle, & Yost 1985). Love11 (1980) explains 
that there are two reasons for this: 
0 Mathematics is highly structured and its algorithms are 

well defined making it easier to concentrate on the 
features of the ITS itself, rather than those of the domain. 

e Mathematics is an important educational area because it 
under-pins most of science and engineering. 

Current tutors can be grouped under two main approaches: 
the malrule approach whose steps are noted in Sleeman 
(1983) and which BUGGY typifies; and the model-tracing 
approach which is described in Anderson (1987) and 
typified by the Geometry tutor. However, these tutors 
suffer from various shortcomings which stem from the 
approaches to their construction. We have previously 
highlighted using empirical data (Nwana & Coxhead 1988a 
1988b) the inadequacies of at least one of these approaches, 
especially for more complex domains, and proposed 
alterations to address some of them. Due to length 

Language and Environment 
FITS is a Quintus Prolog-based system. FITS was 
developed on a SUN-360 workstation running under UNIX. 
It also runs on DEC’s 8650 under VAX. It consumes 
380Kbytes of memory but requires 680Kbytes when the 
necessary library predicates are imported. It takes 3 to 4 
minutes of processor time to be compiled on both 
machines. 

Description of FITS 
Figure 1 shows FITS’s architecture. It was designed to have 
a clear separation between domain-dependent and domain- 
independent parts, in order to facilitate the incorporation of 
a new domain. The system thus has a clear and basically 
simple architecture. Conceptually, each student-tutor 
interaction cycle involves the flow of data through a 
number of components. All these components are, as far as 
is practical, rule-based to permit ease of subsequent 
enhancement. A full anatomy of FITS (which describes 
inputs, outputs and basic algorithms for those interested in 
replicating the work) is described in Nwana (1990). The 
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major modules of FITS’s architecture (they are also briefly 
described) include: 

Flow of conaol --b Flowofdata 

Figure 1 - FITS’s Architecture (also showing Control and 
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(Rectangles: active components; Circles: data) 

User Interface Module: controls the interaction 
between the student and FITS. It comprises the 
Problem Solving Monitor and Student Modelling 
Modules. 
Problem Solving Module: the student monitoring (i.e. 
model-tracing) component of FITS. It is also capable 
of solving all fraction addition problems. 
Student Modelling Module: dynamically maintains a 
student model. 
Tutoring Strategy ModuEe: decides the next teaching 
action. 
Domain Expert Rulebase: contains all the correct 
rules for solving fraction addition problems. 
Bug Catalogue: a library of the common bugs for the 
various operations involved in fraction addition. 
Tutoring KnowZedge: the what to be communicated to 
the student. 
Student-Tutor History: an explicit and dynamic 
chronological record of the interaction between the 
student and FITS. 
Ideal Student Model: a representation of what the 
desired model of the ideal student should look like. 
Student Model: contains beliefs concerning the 
student’s knowledge state. 

Figure 1 also shows FITS’s control and data flow. The 
functionality of all the various modules that constitute the 
architecture has already been noted above, albeit very 
briefly. This section details the operation of the architecture 
as a whole, i.e. it explains how FITS works. The discussion 
here thus concerns control and data flow, and how FITS’s 
modules intercommunicate in operation. 

Conceptually, the control flow within FITS’s architecture 
(see Figure 1) is between the User Interface module (i.e. 
Problem Solving Monitor + Student Modelling modules) 
and the Tutoring Strategy module. Each student-tutor cycle 
could involve several control flows between these two 
components; it also usually involves much flow of data 
within the architecture. These will be discussed in the 
ensuing paragraphs. 

FITS normally commences tutoring a new student by 
analysing his/her results to a carefully-designed pre-test (it 
expects that the student’s responses to these pre-test 
questions had previously been stored and so can be 
retrieved on request). The User Interface Module (the 
Student Modelling module to be exact) uses these 
responses to perform pre-modelling, i.e. it creates a unique 
student model for the particular student which it initialises 
according to the performance of the student on the pre-test. 
The vital role of a student model to truly individualised 
instruction cannot be overstated. Control is now passed to 
the Tutoring Strategy module which will have to decide on 
the next tutoring action. This module makes use of much 
data to arrive at such decisions, as shown in Figure 1. At 
this stage, it mainly compares (overlays) the just-initialised 
Student Model with the Ideal Student Model; many beliefs 
can be inferred from this comparison, which include the 
following: 
A. Some prerequisite skills are unknown to the student, 

B. 
i.e. they are deemed missing from his/her repertoire. 
All prerequisite skills have been acquired but at least 
one has not yet been mastered, i.e. the student is 
deemed not proficient in at least one of these skills. 

C. All prerequisite skills have been mastered but the 
student has not yet mastered the overall skill of 
fraction addition. 

D. The student is an expert at fraction addition. 
Naturally, in the case where the Tutoring Strategy module 
believes the student an expert (i.e. D above), it immediately 
returns control to the Problem Solving Monitor module 
instructing it to terminate tutoring the student. 

If A applies, the Tutoring Strategy module normally 
instructs the Problem Solving Monitor module to 
sequentially teach the prerequisite skills that are believed 
missing from the student’s repertoire. The latter finds an 
appropriate skill, presents a piece of exposition on the skill, 
provides adequate examples and tests the student’s mastery 
of the skill. The Tutoring Strategy module will only be 
reactivated if the student has finished with the current piece 
of exposition. During all interaction, every input from the 
student is processed by the User Interface module. Its 
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parser makes use of the fraction addition grammar to report 
immediately on any incorrect entries, e.g. syntactic errors. 

In the case of an incorrect solution, the Tutoring Strategy 
module is invoked for a decision. It may instruct the 
Problem Solving Monitor module to diagnose the error 
(using data from the Bug Catalogue). Failing this, it may 
instruct the latter to provide a hint and another chance for 
the student to try again. These decisions are made on the 
basis of various pieces of information, e.g. the number of 
attempts the student has made at this task (using data from 
the Student-Tutor History), the type of malrule that was 
manifested (using data from the Bug Catalogue), etc. When 
the User Interface module is in control, the Student 
Modelling module also updates the student’s Student-Tutor 
History accordingly, e.g. noting in it the mal-rules that have 
been manifested, the problems he/she has attempted 
successfully/unsuccessfully, etc. After a session, the 
Student Modelling module uses the data in the Student- 
Tutor History to update the Student Model so as to reflect 
the student’s emerging knowledge of fraction addition. A 
similar procedure is pursued until all the skills believed 
missing from the student’s repertoire are taught. However, 
the student can quit after any successful/unsuccessful 
tutoring of a skill. The Student Model will reflect his/her 
current knowledge state, and the Tutoring Strategy module 
will ensure that tutoring resumes from where he/she 
quitted. 

However, suppose that after pre-modelling, B applies 
(this may also apply after the tutoring of prerequisite skills 
that were deemed unknown to the student). Here, all the 
skills are believed acquired, but at least one is believed not 
yet mastered. The by-then-invoked Tutoring Strategy 
module may decide in this case that the Problem Solving 
Monitor module should provide appropriate examples, drill 
and practice until the student is believed proficient in all the 
prerequisite skills. Once again, similar processes to those 
described in the previous paragraph may take place; the 
student is also free to quit anytime he/she wishes. 

In the case after pre-modelling where C applies (it may 
also apply after the process described in the previous 
paragraph), the invoked Tutoring Strategy module normally 
instructs the Problem Solving Monitor module to provide 
drill and practice on the overall fraction addition skill; at 
least at this stage FITS is ‘sure’ that the student has 
mastered the required prerequisite skills. Hence, he/she is 
not expected to solve fraction addition problems without 
knowledge of them. From here normally ensues the key and 
interesting interactions that FITS is capable of. 

The Problem Solving Monitor module generates and 
presents a problem of a particular difficulty level for the 
student to do. The student is expected to solve the problem 
in a step by step fashion; however, he/she is not constrained 
to do SO. A good student (judging from his/her Student 
Model) is allowed to skip steps. In so doing, if he/she 
makes too many errors (judging from the data in the 
Student-Tutor History), this privilege of skipping steps is 
withdrawn by the Problem Solving Monitor module, i.e. the 
appropriate menu option is taken away. This menu allows 

the student communicate his/her intention prior to 
performing it. If the choice is legal for the stage, the 
Problem Solving Monitor module normally praises the 
student and stays quiet. Meanwhile, the Student Modelling 
module records an instance in the student’s Student-Tutor 
History of correct manifestation of where and when to use 
the chosen operation. If on the other hand, the choice is 
illegal the Tutoring Strategy module is as usual invoked for 
a decision. Normally, the latter examines the Student-Tutor 
History. If it is judged good, the Problem Solving Monitor 
module is instructed to give another chance (it may have 
been a slip or a misentry). Otherwise (i.e. he/she is likely to 
get it wrong again, judging from his/her Student-Tutor 
History), the Problem Solving Monitor module will provide 
a hint or an example along with another chance for the 
student to retry. However, if the choice is again illegal, the 
Student Modelling module notes in the Student-Tutor 
History an instance of the manifestation of the student not 
knowing when to apply the skill that he/she chose, as well 
as that which should have been chosen. In this way, those 
skills which the student has demonstrated to possess but 
which he/she does not know when and where to apply are 
highlighted (this was noted as a major cause of the bugs 
observed (see Nwana & Coxhead 1989)). The Tutoring 
Strategy module also instructs the Problem Solving module 
to inform the student as to the correct operation to perform 
at the stage. When the student chooses this operation from 
the menu, he/she is now required to perform the operation 
so as to produce the result to the next stage. In the case 
where the result is correct, the Problem Solving module 
praises the student and redisplays the menu for the student’s 
choice of the next operation to be performed. The Student 
Modelling module also notes in the Student-Tutor History 
an instance of that skill having been correctly performed. If 
on the other hand the answer to the stage is wrong, the 
Tutoring Strategy module may decide that the Problem 
Solving Monitor module should diagnose, hint, provide an 
example, etc. If the student’s second attempt is again 
wrong, the Problem Solving Monitor module will be 
instructed to provide the answer in order to avoid bringing 
tutoring to a complete halt. Naturally, the Student-Tutor 
History is updated to reflect an instance of the particular 
skill not being correctly performed. When the fraction 
addition problem is eventually solved, FITS displays the 
student’s solution and comments on its efficiency. It gives 
extra praises to the student who solves the problem in fewer 
number of steps than it would have done. If however the 
student’s solution is long-winded, it also displays its more 
optimal solution so as to enable the student to improve on 
his/her efficiency. 

Each session requires the student to attempt three 
problems of the same difficulty level so as to ensure 
adequate skill refinement. After the session, the Student 
Model is updated with the contents of the Student-Tutor 
History as mentioned earlier. At this stage the model may 
reflect one or more of the following beliefs: 
1. Some skills are still not acquired by the student. 
2. Some skills are still not well mastered. 
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3. The student still does not know when to apply certain 
skills in his/her repertoire. 

If, e.g., (3) applies, the Problem Solving module would 
provide a Vanlehn-type teaching session (Vanlehn 1987) 
which aims at communicating knowledge of where and 
when to apply the acquired fraction skills. Examples and 
testing ensue as described previously. After appropriate 
reteaching and successful testing, the Problem Solving 
Monitor module is instructed to present the same session to 
the student again (i.e. problems of the same difficulty level 
that he/she failed to do, and hence warranted some 
reteaching). 

In the case where the student progressed successfully 
(which may only be after some reteaching), the Tutoring 
Strategy module would now decide that the Problem 
Solving Monitor module should present problems of a one- 
higher difficulty level, i.e. move to a one-higher session. 
Once again, the student can quit after any session but on 
resumption, tutoring will continue from where he/she 
quitted. If the student goes through the six sessions 
successfully, his/her Student Model will ultimately become 
identical to the Ideal Student Model, at which stage FITS’s 
tutoring of the student terminates (however, a student could 
still go through all the sessions without attaining 
‘perfection’) . 

(It must also be noted that there is no psychological 
reason for for using three problems (questions) per session 
and for having six sessions. Three just ‘seemed’ the least 
number of problems which should be attempted before any 
meaningful conclusions could be drawn; addition of 
fraction problems were also analysed into six difficulty 
levels). 

Some Comments on FITS’s Architecture 
It is important, after this discussion of how FITS works, to 
highlight the clear separation of domain-dependent and 
domain-independent parts achieved with the architecture of 
Figure 1. In this respect, it is envisaged that modifying the 
present tutor to teach another domain, say fraction 
subtraction, should not be much of a problem. The modules 
that require changing are evident. It is clear that the 
grammar for fraction addition will have to be substituted by 
that for fraction subtraction, while the parser will remain 
intact. The Student Modelling and the Tutoring Strategy 
modules will also require no changing. Admittedly, the 
Problem Solving Monitor module requires more work, but 
it also is largely domain-independent. Naturally, data 
modules such as the Domain Expert Rulebase, the Bug 
Catalogue and much of the Tutoring Knowledge will need 
substitution. The form of the Student Model, Ideal Student 
Model and Student-Tutor History will largely remain the 
same; however, it is clear that fraction subtraction concepts 
will have to replace the present fraction addition ones. 

FITS’s architecture largely subsumes Anderson’s 
(Anderson, Boyle, & Yost 1985) as well as O’Shea et al’s 
(1984) five ring architecture. It also appears to subsume 
Hartley & Sleeman’s (1973) design except for the means- 
ends guidance rules (i.e. knowledge of how to apply 
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tutoring knowledge). It is very interesting that this 
architecture resulted, considering that it was by no means 
pre-designed to be as such; rather, the principles which 
constitute FITS’s basis led to such a design. It must be 
conceded that individually the components of the 
architecture are not novel, but collectively the functioning 
of the architecture seems to capture the underlying 
principles which form the basis of the approach to FITS 
described in Nwana (199 la). 

Example FITS Protocol Extract 
In order to give the reader a better ‘feel’ of the tutor’s 
capabilities than obtained from the description of its 
functioning, an example interaction with the tutor is given. 
An annotated and slightly modified example excerpt from 
an interaction between the tutor and an actual student, 
Rose, is illustrated by the protocol of Figure 2, as O’Shea 
does with his classic Quadratic tutor in O’Shea (1982). 
Comments are in italics. The protocol is also slightly 
stylised, e.g. the fraction l/4 really appears in FITS as l/4. 

[The system would begin with pre-testing and 
appropriate pre-teaching]. 

Tutor: Solve 1 :1/4 + 2:1/2. 
What operation do you want to perform? 
List of Operations 

1. Add equivalent fractions 
2. Cancel fraction 
3. Find equivalent fractions 
4. Sum whole numbers 
5. Change improper fraction to a 

mixed number 
6. Change mixed numbers to improper 

fraction 
7. Rewrite fraction 
8. Provide some intermediate/final 
answer 

WHICH <1..8>? 
[Demanding the student's intention/plan] 

Student: 2. 
Tutor: Oh no! There is no fraction to 

cancel. Try again. [Hint]. 
What operation do you want to 
perform? . . . 

Student: 4. 
[Could equally have chosen to find 
equivalent fractions or to change mixed 
numbers to improper fractions. Therefore the 
system can support various idiosyncratic 
ways of solving the same problem, hence no 
one 'correct' solution]. 

Tutor: Fine Rose. Perform operation. 
Student: 3 + 94 + l/2* 

[Could have typed in 3t1/q + l/z or l/4 t 
3:l/2 or l/d + 3 + l/z. Note these various 
possible idiosyncratic inputs are possible 



due to explicit fractions knowledge 
representation.] 
Tutor: Correct. What operation do you want 

to perform? . . . 
Student: 3. 
Tutor: Fine. Perform operation. 

Student: 3 + 2/8 + 4/8- 
[Note these idiosyncratic inputs: could 
also have typed in 3:4/S + 2/S, 3 + 2/d + 

2/* or 3:8/lG + */16, etc.1 
Tutor: Correct. What operation do you want 

to perform? . . . 
Student: 1. 
Tutor: Fine Rose. Perform operation. 

Student: 3 + 916. 
Tutor: Not Correct. You seem to have added 

both numerators and denominators to 
provide the numerator and the 
denominator of the fraction 
respectively. 

[Classic fraction error]. 
Remember you add equivalent fractions 
by just adding the numerators and 
placing this sum over the 
denominator. 
Study this example to help you. 

2 -I- l/q + 2/4 -> 2 + 3/4. [Hint]. 

Remember your current step is 3 + 
‘/8 + 98. 
The operation to perform is adding 
equivalent fractions. 

Student: 3 + 8/64= 
Tutor: Still not correct. You seem to 

have multiplied the fractions 
together instead of adding. 

WELL I THINK YOU CAN DO WITH SOME HELP. 
Add the numerators and place the sum 
over the denominator for the problem 
2/8 + ‘/8. 

Student: '/8. 
Tutor: Not Correct. 

Add the numerators: 2 + 4 = ? 
Student: 6. 
Tutor: Correct. Place this value 6 over the 

common denominator 8. 

Student: 9,. 
Tutor: Correct. Now add this fraction sum 

'/8 to the whole number 3. 

Student: 3 + 6/8. 
Tutor. Correct. 

WE RETURN TO WHERE YOU WERE. 
Remember you were at the stage: 3 + 
2/8 + ‘/;. 

You chose to perform adding 
equivalent fractions. 
Now with the help I have given you, 
Try again. 

Student: 3 i- 6/8. 
[Note the use of the explicit knowledge 
represented in the system. Also note the 
different tutoring strategy which FITS 
adopts here. The system could therefore 
switch to tutoring a different aspect of 
mathematics, if necessary, before 
returning to tutoring fractions.1 
Tutor: Correct. What operation do you want 

to perform? . . . 
Student: 4. 
Tutor: There are no whole nurtbers to sum 

Rose. Try again. 
Student: 1. 
Tutor: There are also no equivalent 

fractions to add. 
Try cancelling the fraction Rose. 

[Strategy here: tell the student what to do] 

Remember your current step is 3 + 6/S. 

[The system notes in the student model 
that Rose has shown evidence of a lack of 
understanding of when to cancel a 
fraction]. 
Student: 2. 
Tutor: Fine. Perform operation. 

Student: 3 + 3/4. 
Tutor: Correct. What operation do you want 

to perform? . . . 
Student: 7. 
Tutor: Fine. Perform operation. 

Student: 3:3/4. 

Tutor: Congratulations Rose. You have 
arrived at the answer. 

[After this the system would display the 
student's full answer, with a comment on 
its efficiency, followed by its 'optimal' 
answer.] 

Figure 2 - Extract from protocol of FITS in use 

Evaluation and Conclusions 
FITS, a fraction tutor has been developed and demonstrated 
to be functional. FITS was evaluated in four ways, 
including against real students, to reveal its limitations to 
potential future usability. This will enable researchers to 
identify what modifications will have to be made to FITS to 
make it more usable. Due once more to length restrictions 
the evaluations are not reported in this paper; they are fully 
reported in Nwana (1991b). Suffice to say that the results 
so far are seemingly very encouraging. 

FITS was shown to have largely improved on many of 
the shortcomings of existing ITSs in mathematics (e.g. 
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BUGGY (Brown & Burton 1978) or the GEOMETRY tutor 
(Anderson, Boyle, & Yost 1985)). Some of its improved 
features over such existing tutors include the abilities to 
(these subsumes its design principles of Nwana (199 la)): 
l 

. 

. 

. 

. 

a  

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Pre-model the student. 
Preteach prerequisite skills. 
Provide tutoring sequences which satisfy Vanlehn’s 
felicity conditions. 
Model the student throughout all his/her interactions 
with the tutor. 
More explicitly represent knowledge, e.g. of the student 
or tutoring strategies. 
Support improved remedial strategies. 
Test the student’s understanding. 
Provide more interaction on the part of the student. 
Support various idiosyncratic ways which the student 
might choose to solve the problem. 
Motivate and support a more flexible style of tutoring. 
Provide an environment in which the interaction with the 
student is as close as possible to what they are likely to 
encounter in reality. 

All these features have not been demonstrated; but for 
length restrictions, it would probably have been more 
useful to report on the evaluation of the system using small 
examples with good comments. This has been done as was 
earlier pointed out and is reported in Nwana (1991b). 

FITS’s value lies in its architecture, which though not 
exactly new, seems to support the novel collection of useful 
principles which were drawn from this research for 
constructing tutors in the domain of mathematics (see 
Nwana 1991a). FITS itself is a contribution as a pioneer 
tutor for the domain of fractions. It is currently being used 
to introduce postgraduate students to intelligent tutoring 
concepts in at least two AI/Computing departments. 

FITS has limitations: there is no system without them. 
After evaluations of the tutor, the following key 
deficiencies were observed which may be addressed in later 
projects: They include: 
l Its explanations are not tailored to the particular student. 
0 Its outputs are not natural. 
l It tends to dominate the interaction with the student. 
l It lacks state-of-the-art graphic capabilities. 
l It does not learn or improve its strategies over time. 
l Its student modelling is inadequate. 
There is naturally much more not reported in this paper, 
e.g. how the student modelling is done, how the tutoring 
knowledge works, etc. For all further details on FITS, see 
Nwana (1990 1991b 1991c). 
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